
    

Traditional Tales  

 

Autumn Term 

Class 1 Reception 

R.E 

Incarnation  

 

Key question: Why do Christians perform 

Nativity plays at Christmas? 

 
Recognise that people have different beliefs and 

celebrate special times in different ways. 

Expressive Arts and Design 

Exploring using different materials. 

Develop use of fine motor skills to 

control tools and adapt materials for 

use.  

 Character collages  
 Making masks 

 Porridge oat crafts  

 Puppet making  

 Junk modelling houses and furniture  

 Play dough modelling  

Understanding the world 

Compare and contrast characters from stories (key texts) 

Focussing on the ‘nice’ and ‘not so nice’ characters in each story. 

Why are they good or bad characters? How are they similar? How 

are they different?  

Seasons and weather focus - noticing the changes autumn and 

winter brings by exploring the natural world around them. 

Describing what they see, hear and feel whilst outside and 

understanding the effect of changing seasons on the natural world 

around them. 

 

Literacy 
 

Key texts: 

Goldilocks and the three bears 

Three little pigs 

Little red riding hood  

 

Children will be given lots of opportunities to listen to and enjoy 

stories, songs, rhymes and poems together. They will be 

encouraged to retell and role play stories orally to increase their 

knowledge of our key texts. Children are given lots of 

opportunities to practise letter formation and writing- lists, 

captions and labels. We develop early writing skills through 

phonics learning and writing practise of letters taught.  

 

Physical development  

Fine motor skill activities – threading, tweezer 

and objects, play dough, cutlery practise, small 

block construction.  

Developing basic moving skills.  

Understanding how to transport and manipulate 

my body in different ways. 

Throwing in different ways. 

Increasing accuracy when throwing. 

Maths 
Mastering number programme 

 Composition of 3 and 4 
 Subitising 
 Comparing quantities 
 Understanding 5  
 Comparing quantities 
 Whole and parts  

 

Personal Social and Emotional 

development  
 

We will be helping and supporting the 

children to manage their emotions, to 

develop a positive sense of self and to build 

and develop new relationships with their 

peers and adults within school. 

We will encourage healthy eating, looking 

after themselves and managing personal 

needs independently. 

Communication and language  
 

Children will be engaged in lots of conversations 

about what they are interested in and what they 

like doing. This will encourage new vocabulary and 

language. Children will be read to frequently, 

engaging them in stories, rhymes and poems to 

embed new learning. Storytelling and role play will 

be encouraged to build confidence with new 

vocabulary.  


